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Date: 
 
Subject:  

Health Scrutiny Committee for Lincolnshire 
 
14 October 2020 
 
Vale Medical Group – Proposal to Close Branch Practice in 
Woolsthorpe  

 

Summary:  
 
Vale Medical Group is undertaking an engagement exercise on its proposal to permanently 
close its branch surgery in Woolsthorpe.  The engagement exercise closes on 27 October 
2020.  
 
The final decision on the proposal rests with Lincolnshire Clinical Commissioning Group's 
Primary Care Commissioning Committee, whose next meeting (open to the public) is on 
11 November 2020. 
 

 

Actions Requested:  
 
To make arrangements to respond to the engagement exercise by Vale Medical Group on 
its proposal to close its branch practice in Woolsthorpe.   
 

 
1. Background 
 
 Vale Medical Group - Patients and Buildings 
 
 The Vale Medical Group's Stackyard Surgery (in Croxton Kerrial) has 3,730 

registered patients (as of 1 September 2020).  This includes approximately 
1,648 patients based in Woolsthorpe.  The Vale Medical Group's Long Clawson 
Surgery has 7,039 patients registered (as of 1 September 2020). 
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 Temporary Arrangements for Covid-19 Pandemic 
  

From the beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic, Woolsthorpe Surgery, 
including its dispensary, has been temporarily closed, with all face-to-face 
consultations taking place at the Stackyard Surgery.  This has been because 
it has not been possible to maintain social distancing at Woolsthorpe Surgery.   
 
Clinical Commissioning Group 
 
In addition, Vale Medical Group is also proposing to make an administrative 
change, moving Stackyard Surgery from Lincolnshire Clinical Commissioning 
Group (CCG) into East Leicestershire and Rutland CCG.  This is a separate 
issue, on which East Leicestershire and Rutland CCG will lead the 
consultation. 
 
Documents Issued by Vale Medical Group 
 
As part of its engagement exercise, Vale Medical Group has issued the 
following documents, which are attached to this report: -  
 
(1) Letter to Patients (16 September 2020) – Appendix A. 
(2) Frequently Asked Questions – Appendix B. 
 
These documents also make reference to the proposed administrative change 
from the Lincolnshire CCG to the East Leicestershire and Rutland CCG.   
 

 Role of Lincolnshire Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) 
 
 In conjunction with NHS England / Improvement, Lincolnshire CCG's Primary 

Care Commissioning Committee (PCCC) makes decisions on the 
commissioning, procurement and management of Primary Medical Services 
Contracts, which include decisions on the closure of GP practices.  The 
PCCC meets every two months, with its next scheduled meeting on 
11 November 2020.    

 
2. Consultation 
 
 The purpose of this item is to invite the Health Scrutiny Committee for 

Lincolnshire to make arrangements to respond to the engagement exercise 
on the proposal from Vale Medical Group. 

 
3. Conclusion 
 
 The committee is invited to make arrangements to respond to the 

engagement exercise by Vale Medical Group on its proposal to close its 
branch practice in Woolsthorpe and to move into East Leicestershire and 
Rutland Clinical Commissioning Group.   
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4. Appendices 
 

These are listed below and attached at the back of the report 

Appendix A 
Vale Medical Group – Letter to Patients (16 September 
2020) 

Appendix B Vale Medical Group - Frequently Asked Questions 

 
5. Background Papers 
 
 No background papers within Section 100D of the Local Government Act 

1972 were used in the preparation of this report. 
 
  

This report was written by Simon Evans, Health Scrutiny Officer, 
 who can be contacted on 07717 868930 or 

by e-mail at Simon.Evans@lincolnshire.gov.uk 
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APPENDIX A 

Vale Medical Group 
Stackyard & Woolsthorpe Surgery 

 
Dr S Wooding - Partner Stackyard Surgery 
Dr P Rathbone - Partner 1 The Stackyard 
Dr B Dorling  Croxton Kerrial 
Dr K Rice  Grantham 
Dr C Griffiths  Lincs 
Dr A Wyatt  NG32 1QS 
Ms J Perez - ANP  
  Tel: 01476 870900 
Mrs R Ashworth - Group Practice Manager www.valemedicalgroup.co.uk 

 
 

Dear Householder 
 
You will probably be aware that Woolsthorpe Surgery building has been closed since 
March 2020. This is as a direct consequence of the Covid-19 pandemic, because it was 
no longer possible to provide safe care from the building, due to the lack of space to 
accommodate social distancing and, therefore, the potential risk of coronavirus 
infection. 
 
As a result of Woolsthorpe Surgery’s closure in March, we have been providing all GP 
services from the Stackyard Surgery at Croxton Kerrial, and we would like your thoughts 
about our proposal to make this a permanent arrangement. 
 
In addition, we are also proposing to make an administrative change, moving Stackyard 
and Woolsthorpe Surgery from NHS Lincolnshire Clinical Commissioning Group 
(LCCG), formerly South West Lincolnshire CCG, into NHS East Leicestershire and 
Rutland Clinical Commissioning Group (ELRCCG). 
 
Details of our proposal/have been sent to NHS England, NHS Lincolnshire CCG, and 
NHS East Leicestershire and Rutland Clinical Commissioning Group, for their 
consideration and we would like to hear your thoughts on them too. 
 
Below we have included a series of questions and answers to explain why we are 
hoping to make these changes and what they will mean for you: 
 

Proposal to close Woolsthorpe Surgery 
 
Why is it not possible to use Woolsthorpe Surgery?  
 
The reception and waiting area at Woolsthorpe Surgery is very small, which means that 
it is not possible to ensure safe social distancing, and patients and staff attending the 
building would be subject to an unacceptable increased risk of infection. As the risk from 
Covid-19 is likely to be with us for many months - possibly years - this risk is not going 
to disappear soon. Covid-19 has heightened everyone’s awareness about the risk of 
infection and many of us are working to adopt new ways of keeping people safe. 
 
The car park at Woolsthorpe Surgery has recently been declared unsafe by the local 
council. Whilst patients and staff have previously been able to use it, from a health and 
safety perspective we do not feel now we can ask you to use the car park. 
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Will Stackyard Surgery be too small to accommodate all your patients when you 
resume normal services? 
 
During the Covid-19 pandemic we have successfully introduced safer and more efficient 
ways of delivering primary care including internet, telephone and video consultations, all 
of which have been operating since March 2020. As a result of these changes we have 
been able to deal with about 80-90% of all patient contacts remotely without patients 
having to attend for a face-to-face assessment. This means that patient requests can be 
managed quickly and with less inconvenience as most practice visits can be avoided. If 
the GP decides that a face-to-face assessment is required this will still be provided as 
appropriate. As only a small number of patients will need to attend the practice, we will 
be able to ensure the lowest possible risk of infection from diseases such as Covid-19, 
Influenza etc. 
 
Stackyard Surgery is a purpose-built surgery which is much larger than Woolsthorpe 
Surgery. It has multiple consulting rooms and has the capacity to grow and adapt to our 
patient population needs. It has designated disabled parking, as well as same level 
access, and has a segregated waiting area. 
 
When Stackyard Surgery and Woolsthorpe Surgery merged in 2017 you said you 
would not close Woolsthorpe.  Why the change now? 
 
The proposal to close Woolsthorpe Surgery permanently has been considered at length 
by the partnership. There had been no intention of closing the building, however, the 
Covid19 pandemic has resulted in unprecedented and unanticipated changes to the 
health service, particularly in how primary care services are provided. It is mainly as a 
result of this that we are considering the permanent closure of Woolsthorpe Surgery, 
also bearing in mind the issues we have highlighted concerning patient and staff safety. 
 
Will many patients feel disadvantaged by the closure of Woolsthorpe Surgery? 
 
As we are now providing the majority of our care remotely by phone or internet, most 
patients will not have to visit the surgery and so will not be disadvantaged. For those 
patients who have a genuine medical need, our home visiting service will remain 
unchanged.  
 
What if I am unhappy with the proposal? 
 
We understand that change can impact some patients differently than others. Please fill 
in the survey - available online www.valemedicalgroup.co.uk or by email at 
lcmp.admin@nhs.net or on request/via post from any of our GP practices - to tell us why 
you are unhappy with the proposal. 
 
We must also advise you that you have the right to re-register at another practice, which 
covers the area in which you live, should you wish to do so. 
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Proposal to move the administration to NHS East Leicestershire and 
Rutland Clinical Commissioning Group 
 
How is it run now? 
 
Stackyard Surgery is situated on the edge of the CCG boundary between Lincolnshire 
and Leicestershire, and historically was a single-handed practice. Several years ago, 
the practice became part of a wider group of practices called the Vale Medical Group, 
located in NHS East Leicestershire and Rutland Clinical Commissioning Group. 
 
Stackyard Surgery has continued to work well across both Lincolnshire and East 
Leicestershire and Rutland Clinical Commissioning Groups. More recently when 
Primary Care Networks (PCNs) were being formed, it was agreed by all parties that 
Stackyard and Woolsthorpe Surgeries should form part of the PCN that sits outside 
Lincolnshire, which is called Melton Syston Vale. 
 
How does the move of Stackyard and Woolsthorpe Surgery into East 
Leicestershire and Rutland Clinical Commissioning Group (ELR CCG) affect me? 
 
The purpose of this is to make it much easier to administer the practices and to provide 
more effective patient care. The move will mean that administrative responsibility for the 
practices will transfer from Lincolnshire Clinical Commissioning Group to East 
Leicestershire and Rutland Clinical Commissioning Group. There will also be a change 
to the community services provider. This should have a beneficial effect for you, as it 
will mean that we will be able to access primary care services in Leicestershire that are 
currently not available to you - e.g. X-ray services. 
 
We have continually considered the impacts of this proposal for our patients and have 
undertaken an equality impact assessment. Lincolnshire CCG and East Leicestershire 
and Rutland CCG have jointly agreed that there would be no known negative impacts 
for the patients of Stackyard and Woolsthorpe Surgeries, if the change was to go 
ahead. 
 
How do I know you will not close Stackyard Surgery if we move into NHS East 
Leicestershire and Rutland Clinical Commissioning Group? 
 
The two practice buildings at Long Clawson and Stackyard will both be necessary to 
provide sufficient space to continue to deliver primary care to all our patients.  
 

How do I get involved and share my views 
 
If I want to comment on these proposals what can I do? 
 
You can provide feedback by completing the online survey on our website 
www.valemedicalgroup.co.uk or email us to request a copy of the survey at 
lcmp.admin@nhs.net  or you can contact our receptionists who can send you a copy.  
 
We will be holding online Zoom sessions, which will be advertised in advance, and 
details about how to access this will be available via our website and in our surgeries. 
There will also be a video clip on our website providing more detail. We hope that 
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patients will see the benefit of these proposed changes; we feel that they will allow us to 
continue to provide the best level of care to our patient population. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
Dr Simon Wooding   Dr Philip Rathbone 
GP Partner    GP Partner 
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APPENDIX B 

Frequently Asked Questions 
 
These questions have been prepared to help answer some of the questions you may 
have about the proposed permanent closure of Woolsthorpe Surgery, and the move to 
NHS East Leicestershire and Rutland Clinical Commissioning Group. 
 
Questions relating to the permanent closure of Woolsthorpe Surgery: 
 
Will there be more GP sessions or appointments at Stackyard Surgery to 
compensate for the closure of the branch surgery? 
Yes, Stackyard will have additional GP sessions – the total GP sessions will equal what 
is currently available at Stackyard and Woolsthorpe surgeries. 
 
Will appointments be offered at the weekend? 
Our extended hours is currently offered on a Saturday at either our Stackyard Surgery 
or at Long Clawson Surgery and this will remain the same. 
 
Will we still be able to get same-day appointments at Stackyard Surgery? 
Yes, same day appointments will be available at Stackyard Surgery. 
 
How many patients are registered at each surgery? 
Woolsthorpe Surgery has 1648 registered patients and Stackyard Surgery has 2111 
registered patients. 
 
What would happen to the building at Woolsthorpe Surgery if the proposed 
closure goes ahead? 
We currently rent the Woolsthorpe building, so are unsure what plans the landlord may 
have for this building. 
 
Is the closure of Woolsthorpe due to saving costs? 
No, the closure of Woolsthorpe Surgery site is due to the reception and waiting area 
being very small, which means that it is not possible to ensure safe social distancing, 
and patients and staff attending the building would be subject to an unacceptable 
increased risk of infection. As the risk from Covid-19 is likely to be with us for many 
months - possibly years - this risk is not going to disappear soon. Covid-19 has 
heightened everyone’s awareness about the risk of infection and many of us are 
working to adopt new ways of keeping people safe. 
Also, the car park at Woolsthorpe Surgery has recently been declared unsafe by the 
local council. Whilst patients and staff have previously been able to use it, from a health 
and safety perspective we do not feel now we can ask you to use the car park. 
 
Will there be more car parking spaces at Stackyard Surgery should the branch 
surgery close? 
Stackyard Surgery has a generous sized car park and disability bays. 
 
Will I still be able to order and collect my medicines as I do now? 
You will be able to order and collect your prescription as previously, either online, via 
email or by post. If you did this in person at Woolsthorpe surgery, you will be able to do 
this at Stackyard Surgery. 
 
How long will the consultation last? 
The consultation period is 8 weeks and closes on Tuesday 27 October 2020. 
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How can people feedback their views? 
By completing our survey, which is available online or by contacting the surgery via 
email, telephone or by post. 
 
Were patients and the public involved with the questionnaire design? 
The questionnaire was shared with the Practice Patient Participation Group for their 
consideration and comments before it was finalised. 
 
Has the decision already been made on the future of the Woolsthorpe Surgery? 
No, the decision is not finalised. Along with our proposal, all feedback we receive from 
the survey will be taken into consideration and a decision will be made by Lincolnshire 
Clinical Commissioning Group. 
 
Will I need to re-register with my GP if Woolsthorpe Surgery site closes? 
You will not need to do anything unless you wish to register with a new practice which 
covers your address. 
 
Questions relating to the administrative move to NHS East Leicestershire and 
Rutland Clinical Commissioning Group: 
 
Why do we need to move administratively to another Clinical Commissioning 
Group? 
Woolsthorpe Surgery and Stackyard Surgery became part of Vale Medical Group 
several years ago, which is located in NHS East Leicestershire and Rutland Clinical 
Commissioning Group. Since then, Stackyard Surgery has continued to work well 
across both Lincolnshire and East Leicestershire and Rutland Clinical Commissioning 
Groups. More recently when Primary Care Networks (PCNs) were being formed, it was 
agreed by all parties that Stackyard and Woolsthorpe Surgeries should form part of 
Melton Syston Vale PCN and this sits in East Leicestershire and Rutland Clinical 
Commissioning Group. 
 
As a patient, how does this affect me? 
The purpose of this is to make it much easier to administer the practices and to provide 
more effective patient care. There will also be a change to providers for community 
services and this should have a beneficial effect for you, as it will mean that we will be 
able to access primary care services in Leicestershire that are currently not available to 
you - e.g. X-ray services. 
 
If I have existing follow-up appointments within Lincolnshire or wish to be 
referred to Lincolnshire, am I able to still access this? 
With regards to out-patient appointments these should be completely unaffected as a 
pathway of care has already started. With regards to new referrals, patients have the 
right to choose the provider of any consultant-led care. 
 
Will I still be able to use the walk-in Xray department at Grantham Hospital? 
Grantham Walk-in service is not operational. It is an appointment only system. Xrays, by 
appointment only, will be available at either Grantham or Melton Mowbray. 
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